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We put in addition v = 0 , v -= o o .
The jumps v_ together with the orders g.=(G : l ) , i = 0 , -, r , constitute the numerical ramification invariants of K/k • We propose to study these invariants in dependence of the group structure of G . In order to do this, it proves more convenient, to work with a system of invariants, which is equivalent to the system (v, Corresponding to the use of the t. we upe the ^npper" numbering of the r ami fie a"* tion groups, defined by r G = Gc^ , ^ for all real r s 0 . K/k Then T(K/k) is the set of jumps in the upper numbering and we shall call the t. the upper jumps of K/k . Let L be a normal extension of k within K and 128 E. MAUS let N be the corresponding subgroup of L in G . The following properties are fundamental :
Remarks : l) As v.e are only interested in wild ramification we can and shall restrict ourselves to normal p-extensions, where p is the characteristic of the residue class field.
2) The restriction on regular p-adic number fields k is not essential.
Similar results hold for more general types of local fields, including those where class field theory is not available.
Abelian Extensions.
In the case of abelian extensions class field theory provides a fall description of the ramification groups (CL XV). We recall the fundamental result of Hasse [l] :
The upper jumps of an abelian extension are integers.
But there are further restrictions in the abelian case, depending on the structure of G . We give two exemples :
is contained in the set of all natural numbers t <. n(n + -^-) with p-r
is the maximal abelian extension of k with exponent p 11 , then T(K)
consists of all t with the above properties.
The other exemple gives a full description of T(K/k) in the case of cyclic extensions.
Let P(t) = COROLLARY. Let p^'" 1 ^ -^-< p^ and let K/k be a purely ramified cyclic extension of degree p"^ p^ . Then
This Corollary has been obtained also by Wyman [7] and Tate [6] .
Remark : In general the characterisation of the numerical ramification invariants of an abelian extension K/k in terms of the structure invariants of G cannot be reduced to the cyclic case. This can be done if and only if K/k is the composite of arithmetically disjoint cyclic extension in the sense of [3] . The results of [U] imply that in general there is no such decomposition of K/k . 
E. MAUS
The results on abelian extensions enable us, to compute T(k /k) , but it would.
be rather lengthy to give the full result. We content ourselves by giving an approximative result, which concerns the growth and the denominators of the upper jumps.
Let t (resp. t ) be the last upper jump of k /k (resp. k/ \/k) . "n ^n) " n (n} PROPOSITION 3. There are positive constants c-, c-, depending only on k , such that c ! < n p^" -^ < °2 • One may take for instance : c, = -, c» = 1 + --for n > 1 .
Remark : a somewhat weaker result may be found, in [3 1.
PROPOSITION ^. Let m be determined by 2 111 ^ n < ^ . Then there are constants c-, c? , depending only on k , such that
One may take for instance : c-= ---2 , c-= --.
Here e is the ramification index of k /k , given recursively by n n
The precise result may be found in [3] • COROLLARY. Let T be a finite set of positive rational numbers. Then there is a finite normal extension K/k with T(K/k)2 T .
For we can get all p-power denominators by Proposition 3 and. 5 » taking a sufficiently large n . To succeed in the general case one has to begin with a suitable Let K be an arbitrary normal extension of k and. let as before G = Gal(K/ls)» One can still define ramification groups in the upper numbering (CL IV) :
L running over all finite normal extension of k , contained in K .
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Let T(K/k) = {t € (R ; G ^ G for all e > 0} be the set of jumps in the upper numbering.
As usual things become more simple but less precise in passing to infinite extensions. We give some exemples :
Let k , be the maximal abelian extension of k . The T(k -) = N.
--a^ -----------------------------ab
This follows for instance from Proposition 1 .
PROPOSITION TLet Z be a totally ramified normal extension of k -with
Gal(Z/k)=^ Z . Then T(Z/k) is a discrete set t. of natural numbers t-<t^<...
with the folio-wing properties :
(1) t. ^ P(t.) for i = 1,2,... and (2) there is a \) with J -<t ^ -n£ -and t , = t. + n -----------P"~l \ '5» Generators and. defining relations.
Let G = Gal(k ooA-) 9 let t be a real number 2 1 and let k, "be the suTS?field P + L of k a, , corresponding to the closed normal subgroup G . Let r(t) be the minimal number of such generators of G ; let {t} be the smallest number in T(k /k) , which is ^ t ; let m(t) be the number of different {t} for n = 1,2, .... 
COROLLARY.
If t is not a rational number with p-power denominator, then there are infinitely many defining relation for Gal(k./k) .
One may guess, that r(t) is finite for t a rational number with p-power denominator.
